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Why do you
need a ROOM
phone booth for
your office?

The modern workplace is open-and crowded.
Climbing real estate prices helped fuel the mass
migration towards open-plan seating. Today,
almost 70% of U.S. offices have open office
plans, according to the International Facilities
Management Association. Since 2010, the average
amount of space per worker has decreased from
225 square feet to 151 square feet.
While the hope was that knocking down walls would
bring teams closer together and inspire creativity,
in reality, the open office comes with significant
psychological, social and productivity costs.
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What problems does the
ROOM phone booth solve?
Sound privacy is the top concern
among open office workers

Problem #1: Noise in the open office
60 -

With fewer walls or hallways, there's nothing to
block sound from traveling from one end of an
office to another.
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Studies have shown that a noisy office
can increase stress levels and even cause
hypertension in the long run. Our booth helps
you tune out the noise, eliminating distractions
to build a healthier workplace.
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Source: Journal of Enviromental Psychology
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Visual
privacy
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Problem #2: Inefficient use
of office space

Conference rooms are occupied 37%
of the time by just one person

Too often, one person will camp out in a
massive conference room with a long table
and multiple seats.
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For fast-growing companies that must
maximize both productivity and space,
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underutilized real estate can be a hidden
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drain on resources.
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Our booths cut conference room
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congestion, ensuring time is spent closing
deals, not fighting over conference rooms.
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SIZE OF MEETING (NUMBER OF PEOPLE)
Source: Density

Problem #3: Decreased productivity
and job satisfaction
Lack of privacy in the open office can hurt productivity

By creating a personal space out in the open, our booth

and job satisfaction. On top of that, poor acoustics in the

makes it easier to be creative, stay focused, and be

office compromise creativity, according to research by the

productive throughout the workday.

Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture.

99°10

Workers who say office noise
impacts their ability
to concentrate

Source: Harvard Business Review

Source: Quartz

44°10
Source: Facility Executive
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10°10

Decrease in face-to-face
conversations when a company
switches to an open floor plan

Workers who feel their company
does nothing to address the
problem of office noise

50°10
Source: Facility Executive

Workers who would
second-guess a job offer
at a noisy office
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Make the open office
open to more

Soundproof
Engineered by leading acoustic experts so
private conversations stay private

Ventilated
Discreet fans and ventilation system keep you
cool even when conversations get heated

Our soundproof phone booth is an affordable
way to optimize your office space for a happier,
healthier, and more productive workforce.
By creating space for solo phone calls, virtual
meetings and focused work, our booth ensures
you never have to fight over conference rooms
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Flexible
Adaptive design makes the booth easy to
assemble and move around

or take calls in the hallway again.
Sustainable
Soundproofing made from recycled plastic
bottles keeps the environment in good shape
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2,000+ leading companies choose ROOM
A new standard for the modern workplace, our booth is an affordable way
to create a happier, healthier, and more productive workplace.
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"We can now have
meetings in peace."

"Amazing private space
to get work done."

"Our booths are in
constant use."

"It's like adding another
conference room."

David L., Google

Jessy G., Wayfair

Dong Soo K., Samsung

Ryan Petersen, Flexport
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Harry's, the leading men's care brand,
welcomed a new NYC office in SoHo last year.

Inside
Fast-Growing
Harry's, ROOM
Booths Offer
Critical Quiet
ROOM provides portable, flexible
space to Harry's ever-changing,
collaborative offices.

Sebastian Hayto, Brand Partnerships
Rich Chen, Director of Distribution
Our company is chaotic in nature. But it's a good chaos.
We're building a lot of things for the first time, so we're
constantly asking each other questions and double
checking work to make sure we're learning together.
Our company values are very centered around
collaboration.
Last year, we moved into a new 60,000-square-foot
office in SoHo with 200 people. We've got engineers
doing heads-down work, product development people
testing new products, legal and accounting teams
handling contracts, and our co-founders right there in
the midst of it.
Life before ROOM
Until we met the founders of ROOM, finding a quiet
space in our open office was tricky. Conference rooms
were in short supply, and several times, we've taken calls
from storage closets. Inside the ROOM phone booths,
though, you feel like a king in a castle.
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It's an elevating experience to have that kind of quiet
space - all to yourself. Especially when speaking with our
international teams based in Germany and London, it's
critical to have a quiet space like ROOM.
The solution for every space
Really, ROOM's product is thoughtful, because they've
hit on a pain point of so many young companies. You're
growing fast and want to capitalize on the momentum,
but despite the fact that your business needs are
changing constantly, your office space stays the same
until you sign your next lease. In New York, everyone is
fighting for the square inch of these offices. Any flexibility
you can incorporate into the office, the better. ROOM
gives you that flexibility.
At Harry's, our teams constantly move pods, wings, and
floors, so the fact that you can move these booths around
is perfect.
The new office in SoHo nurtures collaboration and conviviality, and
spaces like the coffee hangouts are important.

Ideal for moving a million miles an hour
Instead of just remodeling your office, you can easily
put up a ROOM booth to accommodate the changing
dynamics of your work. You may be a big company that
needs a centralized quiet space or perhaps be a tiny
company with only one shared conference room that
everyone tries to take over. ROOM's phone booths work
for both. If you're a company that's collaborative and you
want to move a million miles a minute, it's important to
set yourself up with the right infrastructure. ROOM offers
that quiet place, and any fast-growing company could
benefit from them.

At Harry's, murals and gallery walls point to the company's unique
history and culture.
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Collaboration is key at Shopify's Waterloo office, and the office design
nurtures constant interaction among employees.

Shopify Finds
Quality and
Sustainability
to Fit 11 Global
Offices
Shopify discovered quality booths
from ROOM that offer easy solutions
that work with any office space.

millllklMtrMtfil.e"s Lead
At Shopify, we're always on the hunt for ways to make
work better for more than 4,000 employees in 11 global
offices, including our headquarters in Canada. My team is
responsible for the design, build, management and
maintenance of our meeting, lounge and maker spaces.
Aside from meeting rooms, our offices offer very few
places for private conversations. I wanted something
affordable, well-built and easy to install, with a design that
blended well into any office environment.
The whole package, half the cost

I ordered a test model from ROOM, and we were blown
away by how much better it was compared to the
competition.
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Chuck McMullen brings 20+ years of
project management experience to
Shopify. His team helps the organization
build a better workplace for all its
employees.

Not only was ROOM half the cost of the other models, it
took under an hour and just two people to put the booth
together. The holes for the screws lined up easily, and the
floor is extremely sturdy. The ventilation was far better
- you could sit comfortably inside for hours at a time. It
wasn't too hot, wasn't too cold.

)We were blown away by how
much better ROOM"s booths were
compared to the competition.(
The booth offered great acoustics and plenty of privacy
for those important one-on-one calls. Though it was
a test booth, the team didn't want to move the booth
to another department because we liked it so much!
Instead, we installed about a dozen of them on other
floors and in our other offices. We spent 48 hours
renovating our Toronto office, where we removed the
desks, added couches and installed walls of phone
booths, so ROOM offered an easy way to do a quick
remodel without knocking down walls.
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Booths that work with any design
Unlike other booths, I never worry about whether a ROOM
booth will look good in a space. Our offices are incredibly
unique and comfortable, since they use furniture that often
belongs inside a house. We've got hand-painted murals
and couches. Neon green signs and industrial lights and
cork floors. A lot of color. Yet, wherever we put a ROOM
booth, it fits. The booths we use are white with a minimalist
design. They work in any space.
We also loved the fact that ROOM's booth is made from
recycled plastic bottles, which really resonated with our
employees. Wherever we can, we try to consider the
environment. For instance, we have motion sensors that
detect when someone isn't using a space and turns off
the lights, and we monitor our food production to ensure
we're not wasting food.
ROOM offered a great fit for the culture of our company,
which is about supporting companies with aligned
principles. And as a company with offices around the globe,
we know ROOM will easily work well within all of them.

We make it
simple at every
single step.

Easy assembly
Two people, one tool, and under one
hour are all you need.

Vidak.co.nz
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Auckland

Wellington

66 Lady Ruby Drive
East Tamaki, Auckland 2013
PO Box 58820 Botany
Auckland 2163
New Zealand

303 Willis Street
Te Aro, Wellington 6011
PO Box 9171
Wellington 6011
New Zealand

T +64 9 273 0033
F +64 9 273 0032

T +64 4 802 4615
F +64 4 802 4659

E sales@vidak.co.nz

E sales@vidak.co.nz

